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A Robust Reputation Sheme for DeentralizedGroup Management SystemsThe original publiation is available at http://www.springerlink.omJulien A. Thomas, frédéri Cuppens, Nora Cuppens-BoulahiaTéléom Bretagne ; LUSSI DepartmentUniversité Européenne de BretagneRennes, FraneOtober 26, 2009AbstratIn the literature, reputation systems are used to evaluate other en-tities behavior and have many appliations suh as, for instane, thedetetion of maliious entities. The assoiated models are based onmathemati formulae, in order to formaly de�ne elements suh as thereputation evaluation and evolution and the reputation propagationbetween peers. Current proposals desribe the behaviors of their mod-els by examples, with few (if not no) formal analyses. In this artile, westate the basi seurity properties suh systems require and we showthat urrent systems may not satisfy them on spei� senarios, whihan be used by maliious entities to take advantage of the system.We also present a new reputation sheme, designed to satisfy theseproperties, and we ompare it to existing researh works.IntrodutionIn the literature, reputation systems are used to evaluate behaviors of sub-jets, proesses or systems and for instane detet maliious entities. Theassoiated models [1, 2, 3℄, based on mathemati formulae, generally takeinto aount two ations: the operations to perform when an inorret be-havior is deteted and the operations to perform when no maliious behavioris deteted during a de�ned interval of time. These models rely on two mainvariables, α and β, whih respetively refer to the reputation inrease andderease rates, in ase of orret (respetively inorret) behaviors.The global proess an be summarized by the following formulae:
• when no maliious behavior is deteted for a node ni, between tworeputation hekpoints, the urrent node nc inreases its reputation of

α, whih means repnc
(ni) = repnc

(ni) + α.1
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• When a node ni has a bad behavior, its reputation dereases of β.If several maliious behaviors are deteted between two reputationhekpoints, some proposals onsider them as a single bad behavior(repnc
(ni) = repnc

(ni)−β), while others onsider them as several ones(repnc
(ni) = repnc

(ni) − nbdetection · β).An example of appliation of the reputation systems is the managementof groups [4, 5℄, for instane in ad ho networks[6℄. In this ontext, groups areused to join together nodes whih an then share information and ommu-niate. Inside these groups, whih are sometimes onsidered as ommunitiesinside unde�ned and potentially malious environments, the notion of trustis important as it an be used to detet maliious nodes. Stating seurityproperties suh as the ollusion of maliious nodes must not engender anevition of a orret node and asserting that they will be respeted is thusimportant. As the design of the reputation system and the values of itsparameters, suh as α and β, are linked to the assertion of the seurity prop-erties, the system must be de�ned by taking these properties into aount.In urrent researh works, formal analyses of the system parameters andassertions of suh seurity properties are not performed.In this artile, we thus propose a formal method to evaluate the systemparameters, in order to de�ne a robust reputation sheme. In setion 1, we�rst present the notions bounded to the reputation systems and we analyzethe existing approahes. We then introdue in setion 2 our reputationand reommendation system, with the seurity properties it must satisfy. Insetion 3, we present our formal analyses and speify the values of our systemparameters that satisfy these properties. We then present our simulations,performed on NS-2 [7℄, and we ompare our results with existing researhworks. The last setion onludes the artile.1 Limits of Existing ApproahesMany studies [1, 2, 3, 8, 9℄ have proposed reputation systems whih rely ontwo basi systems: the reputation and reommendation based systems andthe referees based reputation systems. In this setion, we thus present thesesystems and we analyze existing proposals that rely on them in order to showtheir limits.1.1 Reputation and reommendation based systemsIn the reommendation and reputation system proposed by Jinshan Liu andValérie Issarny [1℄, several parameters (whih are summed up in the table 1)are assoiated with eah node to evaluate other nodes' quality. Among theseparameters, SExp is the reputation derived from diret interations betweenthe urrent node and the analyzed one and SRep is a node reputation derived2



from personnal evaluations and third nodes information. Moreover, eahnode has information about other nodes reommendation quality (RRep).
RRep is used as a weighting oe�ient in the reputation evaluations. Finally,
Rec is the reputation delared by a node about a peer and is the only valueshared in the network. For a orret node, Reca(o) = SRepa(o).
SRepa(o)

t node o's reputation, delared by a, at time t

RRepa(o)
t o's reommendation, about a, at time t

SExpa(o)
t Immediate experiene of a about o

Reca(o)
t Reommendation made by a about o, at time t.

ρe,ρc weighting oe�ient of the reputation and reommendation funtionsTable 1: Reommendation and Reputation System ParametersAn important aspet of this study is the distintion between reommen-dation and reputation: when a node provides a orret servie, it an alwaysbe used, even if its reommendations are not orret and thus an be ignored.Reputation evolution: For a node nc, a node's reputation is based onthree parameters: its old reputation, its new reputation aording to nc(whih are both represented by SExpa(o)
t) and the other nodes delaredreputations RRep, where all these parameters are weighted by redibilityand freshness oe�ients. The reputation of a node o, aording to a node

a, is de�ned as follows:
SRepa(o)

t = ρe · SExpa(o)
t + (1 − ρe) ·

∑

p(RRepa(p) · Recp(o))
∑

p RRepa(p)Reommendation evolution: For a node a, the reommendation qualityof a node p relies on the di�erenes between the reommendation made by
p (Rep) and its personnal evaluation (SExpa) for eah node o ∈ N . Wethus have the basi formula: diff1(o) = |Recp(o) − SExpa(o)|. However,the di�erenes between the values of two nodes an be due to analyses ofdi�erent data (i.e. di�erent ontexts). In order to solve this problem, theyuse the notion of tolerane threshold δa. We then have a di�erene evaluation
diff = 1−diff1

δa
.The reommendation evolution mehanism satis�es the following prini-ple: the reommendation of p at time t relies on the preedent reommen-dation at time t′ and the evaluation di�erenes in this interval ∆t = t − t′:

RRepa(p)t = RRepa(p)t
′

· ρc
(t−t′) + diff · (1 − ρc

(t−t′)).1.2 Referees based reputation systemsIn the researh work by Conrad and al. [2℄, the notion of reputation is studiedin order to �rst mimi the human trust formation and seondly to have a3



lightweight approah. They use the notions of subjetive trust and distrustto apply their reputation system to e-servies and on-line transations, asthe results are quite binary: either the result is orret, or not.As for many studies, the reputation analysis is based on two prinipalomponents: the node whih performs the evaluation and the others. Thereputation funtion they suggest is reputation(c) = experience(c) · p + (1−
p) · hearsay(c) where p is the value to assign to our own redibility (p =
selfConfidence(c)).The notion of self-experiene is based on two parameters: prior experi-enes and immediate experienes. No weighting is made between these twoparameters and we thus have experience(c) = immediateExperience(c)+experience(c)

2 .Another interesting aspet in this study is the way the hearsay parameteris evaluated: ontrary to the previous study, the nodes do not take into a-ount the information from all the nodes of the network. We have a notionof referees R that are used to analyze a servie reputation: hearsay(c) =
P

r∈R
reputationr(c)

|R| . The hoie of a orret value of |R| is important: ifwe have a too small value, few analyses will be used and the result maynot be representative while with a too big value, the reputation systembeomes too slow. By performing simulations, they hose |R| = 10 and
selfConfidence(c) = 30%1.3 Analysis of existing proposalsThe di�erenes between the reputation and the reommendation is impor-tant. A node an have a quite bad behavior in the group (due to energyproblem, for instane), but always a orret reommendation. In the oppo-site, an attak would onsist in ating well, in order to avoid attak detetionmehanisms, and lying about the reputation of other nodes, in order for ex-ample to obtain privileges.In Jinshan Liu and Valérie Issarny study and in others whih are similar,suh as [8, 9℄, the reputation and reommendation systems have some �aws:aluli are based on all the nodes of the networks. The �rst and most obviousissue is the salability problem. However, a more important problem happenswhen the detetion of maliious behaviors an be performed only in loalarea: when the group size inreases, no signi�ant reputation derease mayour. Consider the following example:

• the detetion of maliious behaviors an be performed only on diretneighbors, whih is often the ase for the lowest levels of the ISO model
• we have N nodes, and we onsider that eah node has k neighbors
• we assume that eah node gives orret reommendationsIn the �gure 1a, we an see that the reputation mehanism su�ers fromsalability problems, when the number of nodes inreases. In the referee4



Figure 1: Reputation evolution in Jinshan Liu and Valérie Issarny approahbased approah [2℄, the authors suggest to take into aount only the nodesthat belong to the referees R. This prevents the ase illustrated in the �gure1 from ourring. However, no distintion is made between the reputationand the reommendation. This study is thus relevant to detet inorretbehaviors for the servies, using neighbors' ooperation, but annot be usedto detet maliious nodes inside the network.We have seen that existing proposals fail when some onditions our,suh as when the number of nodes inreases while the detetion region re-mains the same. These problems arise beause formal analyses of the systemhave not been performed. For instane, the notion of loal region R presentedin the referee-based system is not fully desribed: how an we evaluate R?What are the impat of the size of R on the reputation mehanism? Asthese questions have not been answered, �aws may be disovered in the fu-ture. We an onlude that the de�nition of a reputation system requires aformal analysis of the system and the environment, whih is not performedin urrent proposals.2 Formal Model for Reputation and Reommenda-tion funtionsAs desribed in the previous setion, reputation systems must be developedusing a formal approah. In this setion, we desribe our reputation fun-tions. An example of appliation of the reputation systems is the manage-ment of groups. We thus present the group deision priniple and �nally theseurity properties reputation systems must satisfy, based on these deisions.Formal analyses are presented in the next setion.2.1 De�nitions of our reputation modelAs presented in the setion 1, we are able to have a salable mehanism byusing loal region. However, loal regions engender loal reputations. In our5



ase, as we want to be able to take the same deisions on the whole group(property 4 of the setion 2.2.2), we must have global reputations. This thusprevents nodes from waiting the aknowledgement of their deisions.As the notion of reputation is bound to the reommendation, the waythe reommendation is evaluated is also not orret for group deisions. Infat, the reommendation we need is a group reommendation, and not anode-dependent reommendation, as presented in Jinshan Liu and ValérieIssarny researh work. In this study, the reommendation is de�ned by
reck(i) = reck−1(i) · ρrec + (1 − ρrec) ·

∑n
j=0 diff(repk−1(j, i), repk−1(j))

nwhere repk(i, j) is the reputation of i delared by j at the step k. In thisformula, the funtion diff is used to evaluate the di�erenes between thereommendations made by the urrent node and the ones made by the node
i. In order to have a global reommendation, we must evaluate the di�er-ene of the node's evaluations with all the other nodes' evaluations. Ournotion of group reputation is de�ned as the following:

group_reputationk(i) =

∑

j∈Ri
reck−1(j) · repk(i, j)

∑

j∈Ri
reck−1(j)

(1)Using this formula, we get the following initial group reommendation:
reck(i) = reck−1(i) · ρrec+

(1 − ρrec) ·

∑n
j=0 diff(repk(j, i), group_reputationk(j))

n
(2)Note that the reommendation funtion is studied in setion 3.3, as it doesnot a�et the evaluation of our reputation funtion in the worst ases.Finally, the reputation is similar to the one presented in [2℄:

repk(i) =
100 · experiences +

∑

j∈Ri∧j 6=myself reck−1(j) ∗ repk−1(i, j)

100 +
∑

j∈R∧j 6=myself reck−1(j)
(3)2.2 Group Deisions PrinipleIn a group management algorithm, we an �nd two groups of operationsfor group management protools: group operations and group agreements.The �rst group desribes all the basi deisions, suh as �a request to adda node� while the seond one desribes all the group deisions, suh as �thegroup adds a node�. This distintion is important as the �rst operations anbe deided by a single node while the seond ones have to be deided by thewhole group. 6



2.2.1 Group OperationsAs desribed above, these operations are made by a single node: dependingon several parameters, a node may want to authorize a new node to join agroup, or may want to evit a node from the group.Adding a node: A node ni sends an adding message to the group if theloal reputation of the node to add is higher than or equals to thresholdAdd.Removing a node: As for adding a node, a node sends an evition mes-sage about the node nm if the node nm has a reputation lower than or equalto thresholdEvict.2.2.2 Group AgreementsAn important aspet of the group agreements is to have ommon deisions:if a node starts a removing or adding operation at the protool group layer,all nodes in the network must do it too. In order to have stable group dei-sions, we de�ne several funtional properties. They rely on the variables τadd,
τeviction and minimal_recommendation whih respetively refer to the min-imal number of nodes to take an adding message into aount, the minimalnumber of nodes to take an evition message into aount and the minimalreommendation to onsider a node's message as trustworthy. Finally, thevariable τ is linked to seurity of the systems : τ - 1 is the maximal num-ber of maliious nodes the system supports. Thus, we have τ ≤ τadd and
τ ≤ τeviction.For the group deisions, there are mainly four funtional properties:Property 1: In order to start an adding operation, a node must havereeived τadd adding messages from distint nodes in the network.Property 2: In order to start an evition, a node must have reeived
τeviction evition messages from distint nodes among the network.Property 3: A node message should be taken into aount only if the nodereommendation is higher than or equal to minimal_recommendation.Property 4: Upon reeiving a group management operation, eah node ofthe group must take the same deision.

7



2.3 Basi Seurity PropertiesIn the previous setion, we have presented the funtional properties our rep-utation system must satisfy. However, in order to develop a robust system,we must also state the seurity properties our system must satisfy.The �rst one deals with the impat of the reputation inrease rate.Seurity Property 1: the ollusion of maliious nodes must not engender anevition of a orret nodeFor the reputation derease senario, two seurity properties are de�ned.Seurity Property 2: A ollusion of maliious nodes must not prevent a ma-liious node from having a derease of its reputation.Seurity Property 3: The group must be able to evit a maliious node, a-ording to the funtional properties, when its reputation exeeds a de�nedthreshold.Finally, in order to prevent maliious nodes from interfering with orretinformation about a node, their reommendation must derease. This is ex-pressed by the forth seurity property:Seurity Property 4: a node reommendation must derease if it ats mali-iously.3 Theoretial quanti�ation of the model's param-etersIn the previous setion, we desribed our reputation and reommendationfuntions. In this setion, we analyse the parameters of these funtions andthe impat of their values on the reputation system and the assessment of theseurity properties. In subsetions 3.1 and 3.2, we introdue the global ideasabout the reputation funtions evaluation and our solution, whih solvesthree prinipal problems: what is the value of the reputation inrease rateif a node ats well? what is the value of the reputation derease rate if amaliious node is deteted? How an we de�ne the loal region R of a node?Finally, the evaluation of the reommendation funtion is given in setion3.3.The evaluation of the di�erent parameters is made by �rst formulatingthe worst ases that an our. We then speify values that satisfy ourseurity properties. Due to spae limitation, omplete demonstrations of themathematial equations are not given in this paper but one an refer to [10℄.
8



3.1 Reputation inrease assessment3.1.1 Worst Case 1: inorret evitionThe usual worst ase is related to the evition by maliious nodes of a nodeating well. This an be represented by the following senario: τ - 1 mali-ious nodes delare a reputation of 0 for this node while others inrease itsreputation by α.Aording to the Group Agreement Property 2, the evition of a node o-urres if τeviction nodes send an evition message. As τeviction ≥ τ , this meansthat at least one �orret� node has to send an evition message. Thus, tosatisfy the Seurity Property 1, we must ensure that no orret node sendsan evition message. This an be ensured by the following requirements:
• the reputation does not go under the evition threshold Evicthreshold(Req1)
• the reputation is still able to inrease (Req2)To satisfy the �rst requirement, we must assure that there is no i ∈ Nsuh that repi < Evicthreshold. At the nth round, the reputation of theattaked node is given by (rep0 is the initial reputation): repn = rep0 · a

n +

b ·
∑n−1

i=0 ai where a = |R|−τ+1
|R| and b = α · |R|−τ+1

|R| . Based on this formula andonsidering di�erent evition thresholds Evicthreshold, the table 2 illustratesthe di�erent values of αmin that satisfy Req1.
Evicthreshold αmin Evicthreshold αmin Evicthreshold αmin Evicthreshold αmin10 4 30 10 20 7 40 14Table 2: Minimal value of α depending on Evicthreshold, |R| = 4 · τFor the seond requirement (the reputation is still able to inrease), wean analyze the impats of the reputation system parameters with severalsenarios. We onsidered the following ones, where V0 is the intial value ofthe reputation:
• {α = 4, V0 = 50, |R| = 2 · τ} (�gure 2a)
• {α = 4, V0 = 50, |R| = 4 · τ } (�gure 2b)
• {τ = 20, V0 = 50, |R| = 4 · τ } (�gure 3)We an see that as τ is proportional to |R|, its value does not interatwith the reputation inrease rate. However, the way |R| is evaluated doesinterat with the reputation inrease rate. For instane, with |R| = 4 · τ , wemanage to get a maximal reputation (i.e. 100) faster than with |R| = 2 · τ .The hoie of |R| = 4 · τ is due to several reasons. First, the inrease rate is9



Figure 2: Reputation inrease - minimal rates
Figure 3: Reputation inrease aording to α's value, with |R| = 4 · τmore important than with |R| = 2 · τ , whih means that orret nodes willreah the maximal (and thus the best) reputation faster. Seondly, if onedeide to take R suh that |R| = 6 · τ or |R| = 2τ , we would have betterresults but the size of |R| would inrease very quikly, whih means that

τmax would be far less important and that nodes would have to keep a wathon more nodes. Obviously, as for R, several values for α an be taken intoaount. We deide to onsider α = 4, as the inrease rate is orret (and
4 > αmin for |R| = 4 · τ).3.1.2 Worst Case 2: inorret inrease rateAnother problem ourred when maliious nodes ooperate in order to quiklyinrease a node's reputation: all of them deide to give a value of 100 to thereputation. This is represented by the formula repk = 100·(τ−1)+(repk−1+α)·(|R|−τ+1)

|R| .In this ase, we must hoose a value of α whih leads to a orret reputationinrease. The formula an be represented by repk = rep0 · a
n + b ·

∑n−1
i=0 ai,where a = |R|−τ+1

|R| and b = 100·(τ−1)+α·(|R|−τ+1)
|R|As we an see in the �gure 4, the reputation of the maliious node evolvesvery quikly, no matter the value of τ : with |R| = 4 · τ , �ve iterations areneeded to get the maximal reputation, starting from a value of 50 while itis of three for |R| = 2 · τ . A solution to this problem is to �nd a way toderease in all the ases the reputation of the maliious nodes.10



Figure 4: Reputation inrease - maximal inrease rate with α = 43.1.3 Case 3: Common aseFinally, the ommon ase is when eah node inreases the reputation of α.We must hoose parameters values suh that the inrease rate is not toofast, in order to prevent maliious nodes from reovering a good reputationtoo quikly. In this ase, the evolution formula is repk =
(repk−1+α)·|R|

|R| =

(repk−1 + α). So, the inrease is equal to α. With a value of 4 for α, 13iterations are needed to get a maximal reputation, starting from a reputationof 50.Aording to the di�erent possible ases, we an see that a value of 4 for
α and a value of 4 · τ for |R| are interesting.3.2 Reputation derease assessment3.2.1 Standard reputation dereaseThe worst ase of the reputation derease senario is the following one: all themaliious nodes ooperate in order to prevent the dereases of a maliiousnode reputation. They send a reputation of 100 and others derease themaliious node's reputation of β.In this senario, we must hoose the size of R and β so that the reputationwill still derease. Moreover, we must hoose a value of β that dereases ina signi�ant way the maliious node reputation, in order to inrease thetime this node requires to reover the maximal reputation (also alled thereovering time).With β a onstant, we have the following worst ase:

repk =
100·(τ−1)+(repk−1−β)·(|R|−τ+1)

|R| , where rep0 = 100Aording to the setion 3.1, we an analyze several values of β, whih aredesribed in the table 5 (with τ = 25, |R| = 4·τ). The main idea is to hoose aorret value of β that implies a long reovering time, whih tends to dereasethe number of bad behaviors. For instane, with β = 25, a maliious node11



Figure 5: In�uene of β on the reputation dereasederease rate β reovering time derease rate β reovering time(nb of iterations) (nb of iterations)10 7 3 30 43 820 25 5 40 60 10has to wait for �ve iterations before getting its maximal reputation bak.If it ats maliiously during eah reputation update intervals, its reputationwill derease and it would have a reputation of 50 after 5 iterations and areputation of 30 after 15 iterations.However, a drawbak is that we may not be able to get a reputation of
thresholdEvict for maliious nodes, depending on τ and β. Moreover, if weuse usual equations, a speial ase annot be taken into aount: a maliiousnode ats badly, waits for its reputation to inrease and restarts to at badly.We need a group history to take this ase, namely the Moral Hazard [11℄(byzantine behavior), into aount. Thus, the urrent reputation funtiondoes not satisfy the seurity property 3 and has to be modi�ed.3.2.2 Dynami reputation dereaseIn a study made by Ba & Pavlou [12℄, an analysis of ebay's reputationmehanism has been made. Based on ebay's reputation results, they mod-elled the ebay trust system with a orrelation between positive rates (PR)and negative rates (NR). It is given by the following formula: Trust =
β0 + β1 · Log(PR) + β2 · Log(NR).In our situation, positive rates are impliit: a node inreases the reputa-tion of the other nodes at eah hek, if this node does not have a bad behav-ior. Our urrent equation takes negative rates into aount with the variable
β, in whih β = f(NR). Using NR, we obtain β(NR) = β0 + f(NR) · β1.The prinipal sheme of f is that f(0) = 0 and f(NRmax) = 100

β1
− β0 (as

β(NRmax) = 100). A ommon aspet of β(NR) would be that its value isredued by 2 at eah bad behavior. Thus, with β(NR) = 100
2NRmax

· 2NR, wehave a reputation derease that satis�es the Seurity Property 2 and 3.3.3 Evaluation of the reommendation funtionsIn existing studies, the reommendation funtion is the following:
reck(i) = reck−1(i)·ρrec+(1−ρrec)·

∑n
j=0 diff(repk−1(j, i),X_reputationk(j))

n (4)where X_reputationk(j) an be group_reputationk(j) or the node reputa-tion, for node-oriented reputation mehanisms. As for the reputation meh-anism, we an see that this funtion is linked to the size of the group. Thus,12



a simple attak from the maliious nodes would be to target a single node.As shown with the simulation results (setion 4.1), we got a stabilized statewhere the maliious nodes' reommendation are still high (94%) while theattaked node's reputation is low. In this ase, the Seurity Property 1 isnot satis�ed.By analyzing these drawbaks of the reommendation mehanism, we�rst propose the funtion 5, whih is not group size-dependent. By using the
multiply operation instead of the sum one, isolated lies are not hidden andthe umulation of lies amplify the reommendation derease.

reck(i) = reck−1(i) · ρrec+

(1 − ρrec) ·
Πn

j=0diff(repk−1(j, i), group_reputationk(j))

n
(5)This funtion is thus robust against the mentionned attak. However, ifwe onsider intelligent maliious nodes, similar drawbaks remain: in thisfuntion, the derease rate is diretly assoiated to the di�erene betweenwhat the maliious node says and the group_reputation value. Thus, bysending reputation values that are lower than the group_reputation, butnot so far, maliious nodes an still lie about others' reputation and the de-rease of their reommendation will not be important. Moreover, advanedattaks suh as the binary state {orret, maliious} an impat the repu-tation mehanism. So, though attaks need to be more sophistiated, themehanism may still be a�eted by the ollusion of maliious nodes.In our ase, we made a strong assumption whih has not been takeninto aount yet: we deided to hoose R suh that R = 4 · τ , with τ − 1being the maximal number of maliious nodes our system has to support.Thus, we assume that at least 75% of the nodes among R are not maliious.Moreover, the hoie of R (and τ) is made suh that eah node among Ris able to detet if a node is ating maliiously or not at the group layer.We are thus assured that most of the reputation values are orret. So, wean ompare a node reommendation with the majority value, instead of thegroup value with the following funtion (in whih majority_reputation(k)refers the majority value for the reputation about the node k):

reck(i) = reck−1(i) · ρrec + (1 − ρrec) · lieV alue(i)

lieV alue(i) =

{ 0 if ∃j ∈ R/repk(j, in) 6= majority_reputationk(j)100 otherwise (6)As when a node lies its reommendation is set to 0, no matter how muhinorret information it provides, it is obvious that the Seurity Property 4,a node reommendation must derease if it ats maliiously, is satis�ed.13



4 Simulations4.1 Results and ComparisonsIn the previous setion, we have presented several reommendation evalua-tions. In order to ompare them, we have used the NS-2 [7℄ simulator withthe UM-OLSR [13℄ implementation of the OLSR Ad ho routing protool.In the simulation, we have ompared the di�erent reommendation fun-tions:
•

∑

10 and ∑

25 refer to the equation 4 with τ equal to 10% and 25%
• Π10 and Π25 refer to the equation 5 with τ equal to 10% and 25%
• Π10b refers to the equation 5, with τ = 10% and the attak whihonsists in alterning orret and maliious behaviors.
• lying10 and lying25 refer to the equation 6 with τ respetively equalto 10% and 25%We ompared the funtions by using the following issues: when do themaliious nodes' reommendation (�gure 6a) and the attaked node repu-tation (�gure 6b) are stabilized? What are the stabilized reommendation(�gure 6) and reputation (�gure 6d)? Aording to the seurity property 4,

Figure 6: Comparison of reommendation evaluation funtionsthe reommendation value of the maliious nodes must be null. It is easy tosee that this property is not assured by the standard reommendation evalu-ations. With the updated reommendation evaluation we suggest (equation5), the reommendation evaluation and the reputation evaluation are orretin the ase of basi maliious nodes, with τ = 10%. However, when we reah14



the extreme ase τ = 25%, the attaked node's reputation is impated. With
τ = 10% and advaned maliious nodes, the attaked node's reputation isnot really maliious and the maliious nodes' reommendations are neitheronsidered as good nor bad. Finally, we an see that the lying method pro-vides really good results, as maliious nodes reommendations are alwaysnull and the stabilized states are quikly reahed. Thus, our proposals re-spet our seurity properties and the system stability is quikly reahed,whih is important in ad ho networks.4.2 Evaluation of the history parameter ρrecThe parameter ρrec de�nes the importane of the history and thus will haveonsequenes and the system's evolution. In this ase, the hoie of ρrecis important. For instane, with ρrec ∼ 0, an inorret behavior will haveimmediate reperussion, whilte it is not the ase with ρrec ∼ 1.The table 3 illustrates the importane of ρrec in several ases whih areparts of the worst ases presented in setion 3.1:

• stability1 illustrates the reommendation derease of a maliious nodein the worst ase 1 of the reputation inrease
• stability2 illustrates the reommendation inrease rate in the ommonase
• stability3 illustrates the reommendation derease of orret nodes inthe reputation derease ase, starting with a reputation of 100
• stability4 illustrates the reommendation derease of maliious nodesin the reputation derease ase, starting with a reputation of 100

ρrec stability1 (%) stability2 stability3 stability4

Π lying (%) β = 20 β = 40 lying β = 20 β = 40 lying0 14 100 100 5 10 0 15 30 1000.1 12.6 90 90 4.5 9 0 13.5 27 900.2 11.2 80 80 4 5 0 12 24 800.5 7 50 50 2.5 5 0 7.5 21 50best max max max min min min max max maxTable 3: in�uene of ρrec on the reputation mehanism, τ = 25%With ρrec ∼ 1, the reommendations of the maliious nodes and the at-taked nodes derease very slowly. This is the opposite in the ase of noreommendation history. By hoosing ρrec = 0.2, we limit the reommenda-tion dereases of the orret nodes, and we also redue the inrease rate inommon states, whih prevents maliious nodes from alterning orret andmaliious behaviors. 15



ConlusionIn this artile, we have shown that designing a reputation and reommenda-tion mehanism at the group layer requires to develop a reputation sharedbetween the nodes and not a loal reputation, as proposed in existing stud-ies. This kind of system relies on many parameters, suh as update rates,synhronization intervals and thresholds, whih are linked together in om-plex ways. We have de�ned basi seurity properties (suh as the ollusionof maliious nodes must not engender an evition of a orret node) whoseenforement requires a orret setting of the system parameters. We haveanalyzed the system parameters and determined values that satisfy our se-urity properties.Moreover, as the reommendation aspet is as important as the reputa-tion aspet, we have studied the existing reommendation evaluation. Wehave shown that the basi priniple a node reommendation must dereaseif it ats maliiously is not assured in the worst ases, whih may engen-der inorret stabilized states. We have then proposed two modi�ations ofthe evaluation sheme: a reommendation funtion that improves the ex-isting funtion and a new one, designed under hypotheses about the groupenvironment, whose results are even better.Our reputation system may be used in di�erent ontexts, suh as thegroup management in ad ho networks, as a reinforement of existing propos-als suh as [6℄, and the reinforement of routing protool with misbehaviorsdetetion [14℄.Referenes[1℄ Liu, J., Issarny, V.: Enhaned reputation mehanism for mobile ad honetworks. In: iTrust. (2004) 48�62[2℄ Conrad, M., Frenh, T., Huang, W., Maple, C.: A lightweight modelof trust propagation in a multi-lient network environment: To whatextent does experiene matter? In: ARES '06: Proeedings of theFirst International Conferene on Availability, Reliability and Seurity(ARES'06), Washington, DC, USA, IEEE Computer Soiety (2006)482�487[3℄ Guha, R., Kumar, R., Raghavan, P., Tomkins, A.: Propagation of trustand distrust. In: WWW '04: Proeedings of the 13th internationalonferene on World Wide Web, New York, ACM Press (2004) 403�412[4℄ Wong, C.K., Gouda, M.G., Lam, S.S.: Seure group ommuniationsusing key graphs. In: Proeedings of the ACM SIGCOMM '98 on-ferene on Appliations, tehnologies, arhitetures, and protools foromputer ommuniation. 68�7916
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